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ABSTRACT
In this paper, AFAD-Deprem Mobile Application is introduced as a part of the application “Did you
feel the earthquake?" to get a rapid information about the felt intensity after the earthquakes. AFADDeprem application is designed for IOS and Android operating systems users. The main purpose of
AFAD-Deprem application is to provide quick and reliable estimation of occurred earthquake
intensities around Turkey based on the data provided by the real experience of the users those felt the
earthquake. The felt-intensity estimation algorithm is designed based on kind of simple questionnaire
that can be answered easily by the users who felt the earthquake. Immediately after the occurrence of
the earthquake, AFAD-Deprem application will sent the users notifications of the event and allows the
users in the vicinity of the earthquake area to answer questionnaire to estimate intensity and send the
answer with an option to send buildings damage photos to the main server. The application in the main
server will process the information sent by the users, verify them, and then map them together with the
estimated intensity of the earthquake. AFAD-Deprem Mobile Application enhances utilizing the
modern technologies in rapid response after the earthquake; in addition, it will motivate the active
participation of the citizens of the post-earthquake intervention studies.

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays Smartphones and tablets are becoming useful tool as a source of interactive information
besides the communication. According to the Survey of Global Web Index which incorporates
130000 people in 36 different countries including Turkey, the users of smart-phone use mobile for
other technological functions mostly for SMS and takings photos (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Rates of mobile phone use according to the Survey of Global Web Index

According to the electronic communications sector market data reports of the first quarter (JanuaryFebruary-March) of 2013 issued by Information and Communication Technologies Authority (BTK),
in Turkey there are total 67.9 million mobile subscribers and 43.9 million 3G subscribers (3).
In the line of these data together with the rapid development of mobile technologies and the fast
expansion of the usage of these systems brought the idea to use such system to collect information
from the subscribers after the earthquake. In addition, it will drive the users of these systems to have
active participation in post-earthquake intervention studies. Using such systems has strong potential to
enhance the sensitivity and motivation to increase the civic participation into the post-earthquake
intervention actions.
AFAD-DEPREM is a free application for IOS and Android operating systems users that send the
users a notifications of earthquakes, its magnitude and location on a Google Map based on the
earthquake parameters obtained from Earthquake Observation Stations that operated by AFAD
Department of Earthquake (Figure 2). Users can receive information optionally via audible warning
and a written notification for the selected earthquake magnitude and location ranges. The application
also provides information about historical earthquakes and seismic hazard maps. In addition, the
application has special sections devoted for children (Figure 3).
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Figure 2 Screen shots of AFAD-Deprem application
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Figure 3 Special sections devoted for children in AFAD-Deprem application

"Did you feel the earthquake?" Section is a part of "AFAD-Deprem" application and activated after
the occurrence of earthquake to collect data about the felt intensity of the earthquake from the rapidly
growing mobile users and to motivate them for active role of the post-earthquake intervention studies.
This section is based on "Mercalli Intensity scale” and felt-intensity is estimated for each user using
self-adoptive questionnaire that can be answered easily by the users who felt the earthquake. The
applications is activated after the earthquake of magnitude M ≥ 4.5 also activated in response to
demand from the survey, optionally for M ≥ 4.0 earthquakes within a certain epictral distance limit
depending on the earthquake magnitude. The application in the main server will process the
information sent by the users, verify them, and then map them together with the estimated intensity of
the earthquake as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Estimated Intensity map for 17.08.2013 Bursa –Gemlik M:4.5 Earthquake

Another example of processing the information provided by the smart phone users into useful intensity maps is
the case of the earthquake strikes the Aegean Sea in May 24, 2014. After 6.5 Moment magnitude earthquake
occurred at Gökçeada (Aegean Sea) there was numerous survey results received from the region. It is

worth to say that, there were many survey results had sent by the Turkish people living in Greece.
The survey results are compiled into felt intensities at the user locations and it is plotted together with
an estimated intensity maps produced by the AFAD-RED software (REF). As it can be noticed in
Figure 5, there are consistency between the user felt intensity and the estimated seismic intensity. In
addition, the majority of users who had the survey add their own personal experience, thoughts and
estimation of the felt earthquake. Some of these comments and personal experiences are listed in Table
1.

Figure 5. Estimated Intensity Map for 24.05.2014 Mw:6.5
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Table 1. A few of The 24.05.2014 Mw:6.5 Gökçeada Earthquake ( Aegean Sea) Questionnaire
results

RecordID
1226
1235
1248
1289

1292
1315

EventID
20140524092502.50
20140524092502.50
20140524092502.50
20140524092502.50

20140524092502.50
20140524092502.50

1316

20140524092502.50

1328

20140524092502.50

1331
1281
1244

1257

1271

1234

1278

1317

20140524092502.50
20140524092502.50
20140524092502.50

20140524092502.50

20140524092502.50

20140524092502.50

20140524092502.50

20140524092502.50

UserLat

UserLon

UserComment

Intensity

38.4008

27.1049

3

41.0757

28.2546

40 seconds shaking
It starts weak vibrations; It increased at the 10th
sec. At this point, I estimate the intensity to be
6.5. I did not feel the aftershocks.

41.158

27.7965

6

40.1456

26.4206

40.6111

27.1186

Çorlu was shaking almost like cradle at12:25
It was very bad earthquake. At that moment I was
at university canteen and I got difficultly to stand
in balance.
After 9 min of 4.8 magnitude earthquake, there
was earthquake with magnitude 4.5. It was not
felt by all people.

41.1201

25.6337

We were shaking very bad, location Greece

6

41.1201

25.6337

6

40.2302

27.2418

40.1476

26.4125

We were shaking very bad, location Greece
I am 35 old, until now I never felt so clear and so
long earthquake.
It will be bad earthquake, Çanakkale starts to
shake

39.6665

27.8844

3

40.3955

27.7919

40.1684

26.3875

40.3448

26.6873

39.571

26.9415

39.5752

26.9442

40.1325

26.4062

Slight, chandelier was shaking slightly
At the 7th floor of Erdek State Hopital. We felt it
very strong at the dining hall. I thought that I may
die
I felt the earthquake at the basement. Within 10
sec I was outside. I felt the ground slide beneath
my feet and I saw the cars and buildings were
shaking
It felts stronger at Lapseki county. The effect of
the earthquake was high. It created a lot of fear.
I am 13 years old. It was my biggest earthquake.
Me and my mother and father were afraid. My
father advised us to be calm. We went out after
the earthquake.
I felt slight and short vibrations. I was lying.
Even thought I did not looked at the lamps, I do
not think that there were shaken. Yesterday’s 6.5
was terrific. It was the biggest earthquake I had
felt since 1999 earthquake. At the 1999
earthquake, I was at Susurluk. Now I am at
Edremit/Ak
Suddenly I heard loud vibration noises. I thought
that the building may collapse.
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CONCLUSIONS
Considering the rapid growth of the usage of mobile devices in the world and in our country, the
mobile application AFAD – Deprem is introduced to provide accurate and reliable information for
citizens at the time of earthquake. At the same time, AFAD – Deprem encourages active participation
of the citizens for earthquake response operations after the earthquake. Increasing the participation of
the users in the future, may lead to support the earthquake response related scientific studies. Sharing
the users experiences during earthquake via the user comment in the Questionnaire section of AFAD –
Deprem may produce important and crucial information for the management of directing the postearthquake response teams into the earthquake area.
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